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Abstract: 
 
Shostakovich’s call for a solid knowledge of how to write music properly for cinema continued 
throughout his life. It began with his first article on the film The New Babylon, and continued 
into his scores for films in the 1950s. He was one of the first pioneers, if not the first, in 
composing for film, and consistently defended the integrity of writing for music and image. This 
was one of several themes in his film music essays, including declarations of music’s importance 
to film, his process of composing for film and working with directors, and specific approaches to 
film scoring. 
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Book chapter: 
 
In 1939 Dmitry Shostakovich began his article ‘Music in the Cinema’ with a call to action: 
 

If actors, directors and cameramen have weapons of theory and an arsenal of special 
cinematographic means, then we musicians, thus far, are working [and] groping, [with] 
little to no knowledge of the features and technology of film. 
 
And yet, writing music for film without [the required] theoretical and technical 
knowledge is the same thing as orchestrating a piece of music without knowing the nature 
of the sound of the orchestra, [or] for which instruments [to write]. 

 
Shostakovich’s call for a solid knowledge of how to write music properly for cinema continued 
throughout his life. It began with his first article on the film The New Babylon, and continued 
into his scores for films in the 1950s. He was one of the first pioneers, if not the first, in 
composing for film, and consistently defended the integrity of writing for music and image. This 
was one of several themes in his film music essays, including declarations of music’s importance 
to film, his process of composing for film and working with directors, and specific approaches to 
film scoring. 
 
His inaugural article, ‘About the Music to The New Babylon’, opened the discussion of how 
music should operate in Soviet film as early as 1929. Only a few musicians and composers were 
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writing for film at this time, and only one was internationally celebrated. This article was 
therefore a first in many ways – it was the earliest film music article written by an internationally 
renowned composer in Soviet Russia; it was Shostakovich’s first attempt at using the written 
word to articulate his ideas about sound and moving image; and it was the first significant article 
to explicate the working relationship between film director(s) and composer. Shostakovich 
would continue to develop these themes decades later in his writings about film. Yet in the 
scholarship on his music his writings about film music have been surprisingly neglected, and 
there is little discussion of his process in integrating sound and image outside the realm of opera 
and theatre.1 Such a discussion would seem integral, especially in understanding Shostakovich in 
the context of Western reception and narrative hearing.2 This neglected part of Shostakovich’s 
output has long been ignored precisely because it involved Soviet film and the politics inherent 
in that film tradition.3 These multiple political facets, within the field of Shostakovich studies 
and within Soviet cultural political history, can be redressed with further explication of how this 
composer wrote about music overall, and about music specifically for film. 
 
In this chapter I provide a preliminary sketch of Shostakovich’s writing about film music amid 
contemporaneous Soviet cultural politics during Stalinism. The focus is guided by the several 
themes that Shostakovich designated in his own essays, including the importance of professional 
film composers, how music is ‘integral’ to film, the relationship between director and composer, 
and the specific qualities and devices for making music a driving, narrative force in cinema. My 
intention is to open up a discussion on Shostakovich, and other Soviet composers, as a potential 
theorist of film music. I use the term ‘theorist’ with caution, since the idea of a film composer 
was relatively new and still developing when he wrote the majority of his articles on scoring. But 
the idea of ‘Shostakovich as film music theorist’ brings to attention the intensity of his writing 
about music for cinema and his serious involvement in the art over the course of his lifetime. 
Most importantly, such a discussion can illuminate the role that film music has in his 
compositional process and in his music as a whole, particularly drawing attention to his thinking 
in regard to the sound–image relationship and the narratives audiences claim to hear in his 
music.4 
 

 
1 Joan Titus, ‘Modernism, Socialist Realism, and Identity, in the Early Film Music of Dmitry Shostakovich, 1929–
1932’, Ph.D. diss., Ohio State University, 2006, pp. 124–30, where I discuss Shostakovich’s writings about film and 
the general neglect of this in the current literature. 
2 Here I am referring to the ways in which audiences have constructed their own stories and ideas to Shostakovich’s 
music in the West. See Ian MacDonald, The New Shostakovich, Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1990 and 
responses to this in Malcolm Brown, A Shostakovich Casebook, Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2004 and 
Richard Taruskin, Defining Russia Musically, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997. 
3 There has been work that interrogates Soviet arts with greater nuance and suggests that they be studied, beginning 
with writings by Katerina Clark, Evgeny Dobrenko and Irina Gutkin among others. See Katerina Clark, The Soviet 
Novel: History as Ritual, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981; Evgeny Dobrenko, Aesthetics of Alienation: 
Reassessment of Early Soviet Cultural Theories, Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 2005; Irina Gutkin, The 
Cultural Origins of the Socialist Realist Aesthetic, 1890–1934, Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1999; and 
Titus, ‘Modernism, Socialist Realism’. 
4 Joan Titus, Hearing Shostakovich: Music for Cinema during the Cultural Revolution, in progress. 



Shostakovich’s career in film began in 1924 when he played as a pianist-illustrator for various 
cinema houses in Leningrad.5 Ranging from the usual split-second accompaniment of images on 
the screen to practising his latest piano work during a film showing, Shostakovich gained 
experience of the aesthetics of silent film-making from the Western films that he accompanied.6 
The exact nature of that experience is generally unknown, though a few comments from 
contemporaries provide some view of Shostakovich’s ability.7 His first major commission to 
write for the screen appeared in the late 1920s, when Sovkino (Soviet Kino, the State 
Organization for Film) approached him to write for The New Babylon. Shostakovich was one of 
a few composers selected to write for the films that Sovkino would debut in the 1928–29 season, 
and much emphasis was placed on the importance of an original film score. Such investment led 
to a near scandal in the studio, and pressure upon the young composer to produce a successful 
score that was innovative and appealing. Owing to resistance, lack of preparation and internal 
politics, the score was unsuccessful in public premieres.8 
 
Knowing of these politics in advance, and spurred on by a desire to argue the centrality of music 
in cinema supported by the film’s directors, Grigory Kozintsev and Leonid Trauberg, 
Shostakovich wrote an article to preempt responses to his score. Entitled ‘About the Music to 
The New Babylon’, the article outlines several themes that would return in different essays for 
the next few decades. Shostakovich’s central focus is the necessity of making music specific, or 
special, to a film. Other subsidiary themes that he outlines include how to achieve specificity by 
creating precise motives, thematic material, and including musical borrowings that resonate with 
current film music-making practices. Ultimately, his primary endeavour was to create a respect 
for film music as a unique and valid art form, and inspire others to follow his lead.9 
 
Shostakovich names several reasons why special music should be written for film. He complains 
that theatres have no regard for the lining up of sound and image, and that only the same, 
monotonous pieces of the musical past are recklessly combined into music compilations for 
silent film. He writes: ‘Lack of space does not allow me to write further about so-called film 
music manuals (musical bits for tears, uprising, corrupt bourgeoisie, love, and so forth). I will 
say one thing: that this is such hackwork [khaltura], if not worse.’10 Shostakovich’s critique of 
the current system’s sloppy use of music in the silent cinema, which he attributes to the theatre 
managers and film studios, sets up his argument that a new and special music should be written 
individually for each film. Music for cinema should portray the ‘inner meaning’ of an image: 

 
5 He worked as a pianist-illustrator until 1926. See Titus, ‘Modernism, Socialist Realism’, pp. 122–3. See also 
Laurel Fay, Shostakovich: A Life (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), pp. 25 and 29 for a brief discussion of 
these dates. 
6 Titus, ‘Modernism, Socialist Realism,’ pp. 123–4. 
7 Ibid. 
8 For greater detail, see Joan Titus, ‘Silents, Sound, and Modernism in Dmitry Shostakovich’s Score to the New 
Babylon (1928–1929)’, in Masha Salazkina and Lilya Kaganovsky, eds, Sound, Music, and Speech in Russian and 
Soviet Cinema, forthcoming, and Titus, ‘Modernism, Socialist Realism’, Ch. 3. 
9 Sergey Yutkevich recognized this in Shostakovich, and remarked on the composer’s respect for film as an art form. 
See Titus, ‘Modernism, Socialist Realism’, p. 126 and Sergey Yutkevich, ‘Vospominaya Shostakovicha’ 
[Remembering Shostakovich], Muzïkalnaya zhizn 2 (1995), pp. 23–6. 
10 Shostakovich, ‘About the Music to The New Babylon’, p. 5. The word khaltura here is often translated as ‘trash’ 
or ‘garbage’. For an English translation and commentary, see Dmitry Shostakovich, ‘About the Music to The New 
Babylon’, trans. Joan Titus, in James Wierzbicki, Colin Roust and Nathan Platte, eds, Film Music: Source Readings, 
1910–1951 (London: Routledge Press, 2011). 



 
The only correct path was to write special music, as it has been done, if I am not 
mistaken, in one of the first instances with The New Babylon. When composing music to 
New Babylon, I was guided least of all by the principle of mandatory illustration of every 
shot. Mainly, I began from the principal shot in each sequence of shots. [Take] for 
example, the end of the second part.11 The primary moment is the attack of the German 
cavalry on Paris. The part ends with a deserted restaurant. Total silence. But the music, 
despite the fact that the German cavalry is not shown on the screen, comes from the 
cavalry all the same, reminding the viewer of the impending menacing force.12 

 
[…] Much of my score is constructed according to the principle of contrast. For example, 
the soldier (a Versaillais), who met his beloved (a Communard) on the barricades 
[eventually] enters into a state of gloomy desperation. [Yet when this happens] the music 
becomes more and more jubilant, until it finally culminates in a frantic and ‘obscene’ 
waltz that represents the victory of the Versaillais forces over the Communards.13 

 
Within these two excerpts, Shostakovich outlines two ‘principles’ that are complementary and 
which appear to generally summarize his approach to the score. The first, ‘the principle of the 
shot/scene’, is designed to resonate with the overall meaning or primary idea of a scene. The 
second, ‘the principle of contrasts’, states that music be anempathetic to a shot or scene.14 His 
examples, above, of the cavalry’s music hovering over the scene as the central idea is similar to 
ideas of later writers, such as Siegfried Krakauer’s ‘parallelism’, just as the second principle 
mirrors the concept of ‘counterpoint’.15 Writing in 1929, however, he tries to articulate a new 
and innovative role for specially composed music in film. 
 
Shostakovich’s principles easily relate to past trends in music, and specifically in his 
compositions. In his discussion of his second principle, the combining of the relentless waltz 
with intercut images of the moody character and of applause from the villains of the film, creates 
an effect of tragedy and ‘obscenity’, as Shostakovich writes. This is a kind of juxtaposition, in 
this case a form of grotesquerie resulting from the combination of a particular style (waltz) with 
a contrary idea (working-class freedom).16 This exists in his earlier works as well, including his 

 
11 I translate this as ‘part’, but it can also be translated as ‘reel’. 
12 Shostakovich, ‘About the Music to The New Babylon’, p. 5. 
13 Shostakovich, ‘About the Music to The New Babylon’, in Film Music: Source Readings, pp. 63–4. 
14 ‘Anempathetic’ is often used to describe how music contradicts or plays against the meaning of the image, 
creating irony. This term was coined by Michel Chion and has been used by Claudia Gorbman. See Claudia 
Gorbman, Unheard Melodies: Narrative Film Music, Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1987, pp. 159–61. 
15 Siegfried Krakauer, Theory of Film: The Redemption of Physical Reality (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1965). These ideas are common, and have been argued about since the early twentieth century. See Hans Eisler and 
Theodor Adorno, Composing for the Films, New York: Oxford University Press, 1947. For a brief overview of these 
concepts and their problems, see Kathryn Kalinak, Film Music: A Very Short Introduction, New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2010. Although not discussed here, I am writing about Shostakovich in context with other 
twentieth-century writers about film music in my forthcoming book. 
16 See Titus, ‘Silents, Sound, and Modernism in Dmitry Shostakovich’s Score to The New Babylon (1928–1929)’, 
forthcoming, and Titus, ‘Modernism, Socialist Realism’ Ch. 3. For a thorough discussion of the grotesque in 
Shostakovich’s music, see Esti Sheinberg, Irony, Satire, Parody, and the Grotesque in the Music of Shostakovich: a 
Theory of Musical Incongruities, Aldershot: Ashgate, 2000. 



opera The Nose, written just before the score to The New Babylon.17 Although the film was based 
on a political-historical plot instead of a short story by Nikolay Gogol, the application of the 
ironic and grotesque to music and image is similarly effective in The New Babylon.18 The 
detailed way in which Shostakovich shares his technique is an attempt to resolve the neglected 
status of film music in his time, and to demonstrate the possibilities inherent in a ‘special’ score 
with music that is integral to the action and meaning of the scenes. 
 
Shostakovich’s particular approach to musical material is another part of his theory where he 
strove to separate his special score from the pianist-illustrator and orchestral compiler 
approaches contemporaneously used in silent cinema. Such past approaches would juxtapose 
borrowed music as the image appeared, with little reflection on the overall content of the scene. 
Shostakovich also borrowed music, in this case, ‘dances of the epoch’ from Jacques Offenbach, 
and from the repertory of French revolutionary songs, yet integrated them throughout a 
continuously symphonic score.19 He lists them in some detail, stating that he sometimes 
juxtaposed them to create a ‘counterpoint’ effect, resulting in a sophisticated layering of musical 
ideas within the symphonic fabric.20 Effects like these supported his argument for an integral 
musical score. When Shostakovich writes, ‘I tried to give the music novelty and unusualness 
(especially for film-music up to this point),’ he is implying that earlier music for silent film had 
been carelessly compiled and was therefore unoriginal. He finishes the article with the hope that 
films and their music would be given greater care, implicitly reinforcing his central call to action. 
 
Shostakovich’s next articles about music for cinema appeared in the mid to late 1930s. By 1937 
he had written 10 scores for a variety of film types, including symphonic and song scores.21 With 
his score to Counterplan (1932) he finally achieved the fame and success in the film industry, 
and among political figures, that he had with his First Symphony in the concert music realm. 
Counterplan, arguably, was the first significant song score for a socialist and realist film, and had 
a strong musical impact because of the celebrated song-motif ‘Song of the Counterplan’.22 After 
1932 he wrote for several other films, in each of which he attempted different styles and 
techniques. In his concert and operatic music, he premiered his Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk 
District in 1934, to great acclaim, until the publication of the infamous Pravda article ‘Sumbur 
vmesto muzykï’ [Chaos Instead of Music] in January 1936.23 His Fifth Symphony followed in 
1937,24 and it was shortly thereafter that Shostakovich wrote his article, ‘Moy blizhaishiye 

 
17 Titus, ibid. 
18 See Titus, ‘Silents, Sound, and Modernism’. 
19 Shostakovich, ‘About the Music to The New Babylon’, in Film Music: Source Readings, pp. 63–4. 
20 For a detailed analysis of the score, see Titus, ‘Silents, Sound, and Modernism’ and Titus, ‘Modernism, Socialist 
Realism’, Ch. 3. 
21 Laurel Fay, Shostakovich: A Life, New York: Oxford University Press, 2000, p. 349. Those scores were: The New 
Babylon (1928–29); Alone (1929–31); Golden Mountains (1931); Counterplan (1932); The Tale of the Priest and 
His Worker Blockhead (1933–34); Love and Hatred (1934); Maxim’s Youth (1934); Girlfriends (1934–36); Maxim’s 
Return (1936–37); Volochayev Days (1936–37). 
22 Titus, ‘Modernism, Socialist Realism’, Ch. 6. 
23 Fay, Shostakovich, pp. 77–84. 
24 For discussions of the Fifth Symphony, see Fay, Shostakovich, and Richard Taruskin, ‘Shostakovich and Us’ and 
‘Public Lies and Unspeakable Truth: Interpreting the Fifth Symphony’, in Defining Russia Musically, pp. 468–97 
and 511–44. 



rabotï’ [My Future Work], which he opens with a statement about his compositional work after 
the premiere of the Fifth Symphony.25 
 
In ‘My Future Work’, Shostakovich summarizes just that – the works that he had completed and 
other projects he wanted to begin. He mentions three film scores – Volochayev Days, The Great 
Citizen and Friends – and spends just enough time on each describing his process. Creating an 
impression more like a list than a deep description, he compares Volochayev Days to his 
successful score to Counterplan. The story about the creation of his successful ‘Song of the 
Counterplan’, well worn by 1937, was that Shostakovich wrote 10 variations of the ‘Song’, only 
finding the appropriate version by the eleventh. He repeats a similar idea with the Volochayev 
Days score, stating that he wrote 10 versions of the film’s song, only becoming satisfied with the 
eleventh version. Using this new song from the Volochayev Days as a platform for discussion 
about the importance of music in film, he writes: 
 

I dwell in detail on this song because it organically moves through all of the music of the 
film. It is sensed in the overture to the film, and in the finale, and in the choral parts. The 
theme is felt everywhere. In this was the complexity of the work. I would like music to 
film to play an independent role, so that it would not take on an accompanimental 
character, or appear as an additional effect to this or that frame. Furthermore, I wanted 
music in film to be completely realistic and fulfil its operative function.26 [emphasis 
added] 

 
Shostakovich’s desire for music to be independent and realistic underscores the same issue he 
addressed in New Babylon, though more subtly and with strong political intentions. Music should 
hold an ‘independent role’, a near catchphrase that he repeats in many of his writings; and the 
Counterplan, his greatest film score success to date, is the primary example to which he subtly 
points. Notably, the song score was a popular form of music for film by 1937 because of the 
successes of other film such as Chapayev (1934) and Youth of Maxim (1934). It is by pointing to 
the song-score films such as Counterplan, and emphasizing the leitmotivic song in his score for 
Volochayev Days, which emulates the same approach of his previous success, that he finds the 
moment to reiterate his belief in music’s important role in the film, particularly in the aftermath 
of the reception of Lady Macbeth and the Fifth Symphony. Within the first six paragraphs of this 
article, Shostakovich carefully reaffirms his reputation in film music, attempting to strengthen 
his position musically overall, while continuing to argue for music’s role in cinema. 
 
The rest of the article is devoted to Shostakovich’s list-oriented description of his ‘little work’ on 
the other film scores, and his intention to write more chamber music.27 Of note because of its 
unusual detail, he mentions taking the time to familiarize himself with the folk culture of 
Chechnya, Ingushetia and Kabardino-Balkaria while working on his score to Friends, which 
appeared to be an extension of his interest in folk culture that began with his score to the film 
Alone (1931).28 He finishes with a discussion of his work on a new opera called Volochayev 

 
25 Dmitry Shostakovich, ‘Moy blizhaishiye rabotï’ [My Future Work], Rabochiy i teatr 11 (1937), p. 24. 
26 Ibid. 
27 Ibid. 
28 Ibid., and Joan Titus, ‘Socialist Realism, Modernism, and Dmitry Shostakovich’s Odna (Alone, 1931)’, in Pauline 
Fairclough, ed., Shostakovich Studies 2, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010, pp. 100–120. 



Days, which contains some music based on the score of the film of the same name.29 In this 
description, Shostakovich emphasizes the ‘heroic, mass, great monumental plan’ and its 
significant song material. Notably, all of these elements, particularly demonstrating the heroic in 
song, resonated with contemporaneous socialist realist films and scores, including his own song-
dominant film score to Counterplan.30 
 
In the context of the success of Counterplan, the premiere of the Fifth Symphony, and his brief 
and pointed emphasis on music’s important role in cinema, such a discussion of a new opera, 
even one that appears to have a strong socialist plot and a song-oriented score, was provocative 
just a year after Pravda’s denunciation of Lady Macbeth. It appears that Shostakovich still 
wanted to create opera, and was careful to veil his intention to do so by using a socialist theme 
and modelling it on a popular approach to film scoring – the song score. His suggestion seems a 
logical one both because of the popularity of films and of the song score, and the negative 
atmosphere for opera. A song-oriented opera, based on a previous film in terms of plot and 
musical content, was a safe suggestion. At first glance it may seem a strong political move to 
blend film with opera in order for the opera to be better accepted in the current political climate, 
especially after Lady Macbeth. Yet considering Shostakovich’s continued assertion that film 
music be taken seriously and crafted well, it may be that film and opera felt like equal genres for 
him at that time, and that moving between them in terms of musical style and cinematic content 
was both a smart political move and one with potential musical integrity. 
 
Two years later Shostakovich wrote another article that encapsulated similar themes with less 
self-conscious political maneuvering. In his ‘Muzïka v kino: zametki kompozitora’ [Music in 
Cinema: Notes of a Composer] (1939), he spends the first third of the article on the idea of music 
as integral to film, drawing on the same notions on which he had expounded in his previous 
writings.31 A significant difference from his earlier writings, however, is the recognition of the 
potential role music holds in a sound film, and a deeper, more important understanding of the 
role of music and action. He begins with a call to action, quoted at the beginning of this chapter, 
attempting to incite composers to find their ‘theoretical arsenal’ and understand the importance 
of a developed set of skills in composing for cinema.32 He asserts that film music faces the same 
tasks as an ‘organic combination of word and sound, sound and action, and the possibility to use 
new, interesting orchestral combinations’ that have long been ‘successful in “general” music’ 
such as the ‘musical drama, opera, and the symphony.’33 Putting music for cinema on par with 
genres that occupy a high art status further strengthens his position – film music is as central to 
musical life as the ‘general’ genres that he lists. He follows this assertion with a similar 
statement to the one that he had made in ‘About the Music to The New Babylon’ and ‘My Future 
Work’: ‘film music is very frequently illustrative, accompanimental in a picture. But it should 
be, in my view, an integral, artistic part of the film-spectacle or film-concert.’34 Music is still 
integral to cinema in this case, now more than ever; and Shostakovich offers a partial solution. 

 
29 This film-opera never came to fruition, collapsing in 1940 owing to a lack of an appropriate libretto. See Fay, 
Shostakovich, p. 112. 
30 Shostakovich, ‘My Future Work’. 
31 Dmitry Shostakovich, ‘Muzïka v kino: zametki kompozitora [Music in Cinema: Notes of a Composer],’ 
Literaturnaya gazeta, 1 (5 Jan. 1939), n.p. 
32 Ibid. 
33 Ibid. 
34 Ibid. 



He advocates training young composers in the conservatories, and asks why composers and those 
responsible for music have failed to create a ‘theory of musical writing for cinema’ as a part of 
the contemporary music curriculum. Further, he repeatedly asserts that after his extensive 
experience in writing for film (he lists all of his film scores to date, including Volochayev Days 
and his newest, Man with a Gun), it is clear to him that music in film ‘is an organic part of the 
action of the film-spectacle itself’; and in such a film-spectacle, music ‘can and should present 
the same demands as in the scenario, in the acting, and in the directing’ and be given an ‘equally-
valued place’.35 Conceding that this task would take some time, he finishes by saying that ‘there 
needs to be great experimental work’.36 This firm reiteration and suggestion that education play a 
role in improving the craft of film music shows that Shostakovich became increasingly more 
concerned about the status of music for cinema. 
 
As with his other articles, Shostakovich makes a dramatic shift into an unrelated brief discussion 
– in this case, about his current work on children’s cinema and cartoon music – before returning 
to the central issue. After explaining his participation in creating the Silly Baby Mouse and his 
work with the Lenfilm studio orchestra, he returns to the central issue of music and cinema.37 He 
claims that music for cinema is in its ‘child stage’ and that there is a need for ‘qualified 
orchestras and first-rate conductors’ in film music studios in order to raise the quality of work in 
music for cinema.38 Dreaming (still) of a ‘film-opera’ as he calls it, he explains how film action 
and time should correspond with music and be rhythmically dynamic. He cites Sergey 
Prokofiev’s Aleksandr Nevsky (1938) as a ‘very successful’ example of this, where the music is 
effective and appropriately ‘theatrical’ in many episodes of the film.39 Shostakovich ends his 
discussion of greater integrity in film music by concluding the essay with yet another call, this 
time to directors and poets reading Literaturnaya gazeta, to work with him on film operas. 
 
Between 1939 and 1950 Shostakovich endured further major public criticism. In February 1948 
he, along with several other composers, was charged with ‘formalism’ in a Central Committee 
Resolution; such criticism continued throughout the year, culminating in the First All-Union 
Congress of Soviet Composers.40 Such a blow to Shostakovich’s career forced him to shelve 
some of his recent compositions.41 As was the case after the Pravda criticism in 1936, 
Shostakovich continued to try to communicate with his audience through his music and writing. 
By 1950 he was being understandably careful in his language about his compositions, including 
those for film. 
 
Shostakovich’s articles prior to 1950 contain the crux of his major arguments about film music. 
Music for cinema was for him a significant form of musical composition, one that required 
greater attention as technology and aesthetic trends changed within contemporaneous cultural 
politics. One of his last articles, ‘Kino kak shkola kompozitora’ [Cinema as a School for the 
Composer], was a continuation of the assertions he had made since 1929 with his first essay on 

 
35 Ibid. 
36 Ibid. 
37 Ibid. 
38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid. 
40 Fay, Shostakovich, pp. 159–65. 
41 Ibid., p. 159. 



New Babylon.42 Having acquired 21 years of experience in film music, Shostakovich elaborate 
on how cinema is the school for the composer in musical and political terms. He maintains, as he 
had in previous articles, that film music is important as its own music genre, and reiterates the 
benefits that result in composing for moving images. These ideas, however, are buried under the 
political language and rhetoric common to articles of the time, with praising of the ‘Soviet 
people’, the ideals of the State, and statements about how artists should strive to communicate 
and represent the masses.43 The article, like the previous two, chronicles his films scores to date, 
and briefly summarizes the current state of and his feelings about his work. He describes some 
film scores as failures, such as those to The New Babylon and Alone, while others, including 
Counterplan and later synchronized sound films, he claims as successes. In order to avoid 
criticism and censure, he wrote these assessments to reflect in part how the press had written 
about his past work, creating a safe, but authoritative history of his involvement in film music.44 
This article was clearly written for a more official audience – it appeared in a collection titled 30 
let sovetskoi kinematografiy [30 Years of Soviet Cinematography], where the contributors 
included state-celebrated directors, actors, composers and cinematographers. Each of the articles 
was written by such a figure, who provided discussions of his/her work in a similarly 
bureaucratic language, while expressing personal, yet official, thoughts about the state-run film 
industry. 
 
Shostakovich’s contribution to this collection was the most rigid of his writings on film music to 
date. Acknowledging celebrated political and artistic figures of the past, including Maxim 
Gorky, he praises cinema’s involvement with representing state politics.45 At one point he 
ventures to write that ‘not only is cinema for the composer a school for mastery [of music], but 
often it is a political seminar’.46 Yet some of his transparent appeals to state politics take on a 
more nuanced edge. In his discussion about the Young Guard, he writes about how symphonies 
have recently resulted from film scores, as in the case of Gavriil Popov’s Second Symphony, 
‘Rodina’ [Motherland], from his film score for She Fought for the Motherland (1943). 
Shostakovich admits that he wants to write an opera instead (as he had said in previous articles); 
but admires Popov for his rendering of a symphony from film music material. In this example, he 
carves out two points: 1) that film music is equal in quality to music for the concert/ theatre 
stage, including symphonies and operas; and 2) that film music is a fertile ground for composing 
music in traditional genres. The first point, that film music is equal to other ‘high art’ genres, is 
echoed throughout more sincerely than his political statements, and reaffirms the same 
statements that he made in his article about The New Babylon. Still reiterating these points in 
1950, Shostakovich writes about how music is ‘integral’ to film, demands appropriate attention 
to craft by those who create it, and that composers can learn much about music by working with 
images. Although his maintenance of this stance is buried between his more politically 
appropriate statements, the development of these themes contributes to his firm position on 
writing music for film. 
 

 
42 Dmitry Shostakovich, ‘Kino kak shkola kompozitora’ [Cinema as a School for the Composer], in D. I. Yeremin, 
ed., 30 let sovetskoy kinematografiy [30 Years of Soviet Cinematography], Moscow: Goskinoizdat, 1950, pp. 354–8. 
43 Ibid. 
44 See Titus, ‘Silents, Sound, and Modernism’; ‘Socialist Realism, Modernism, and Dmitry Shostakovich’s Odna 
(Alone, 1931)’; and ‘Modernism, Socialist Realism.’ 
45 Ibid. 
46 Ibid. 



Later writings by and statements about Shostakovich show that he became increasingly more 
concerned and detailed in his descriptions of the composer–director relationship and the 
increasingly complex connection between sound and image. His last major essay about film, 
‘Yeshchyo raz o kinomuzike’ [Once again about Film Music] (1954), continued his discussion, 
which was also echoed in the writings of directors with whom he worked.47 The article, a 
response to Aram Khachaturian’s article ‘Pretenzii kompozitori’ [Complaints of the Composer] 
(1953), which was in turn a response to Shostakovich’s ‘Cinema as School for the Composer’, 
continues Shostakovich’s thesis of film music as a compelling and worthwhile genre, and further 
elaborates on the importance of the relationship between director and composer.48 Shostakovich 
sets out to correct and elaborate on Khachaturian’s points, and to defend composers and their 
relationship with directors and other ‘cinema-workers’. Shostakovich disagrees with 
Khachaturian’s assessment of the composer’s involvement with cinema, particularly taking issue 
with early film music and the level of composer involvement in film-making. He defends 
musicians and composers working in silent cinema, and reminds the readers of his work with The 
New Babylon, and the many problems he encountered. He provides an overall positive outlook 
on the relationship between composers and ‘cinema-workers’, and lists some new issues that 
need to be addressed. In one of his finer statements in the article, Shostakovich writes: 
 

There should be a complete mutual understanding between composers and [film] 
directors. For this, both [fields] should be studied, for a composer without knowledge of 
the laws of cinema cannot fulfill his work so that it may have an organic blending with 
the film’s dramaturgy.49 

 
According to Shostakovich, such an understanding has yet to be fulfilled. This, and his continued 
reiteration of film music as equal in quality to other forms of music, permeates the remainder of 
his defense of music for cinema. 
 
From the 1920s to the 1950s, Shostakovich’s writings were guided by several themes: how film 
music was important to narrative and image; the need for a strong relationship between director 
and composer; and the importance of training professional film composers. His writings, though 
consistent in terms of theme, differed depending upon changes in cultural politics. With New 
Babylon, the industry was experimenting with hiring composers to write for film. By 1936 and 
continuing into the 1950s, Shostakovich focused more strongly on film music as a serious art that 
could inform other musical genres: a particularly strong shift in the light of the reception given 
Lady Macbeth and his Fifth Symphony. This preliminary sketch and situating of these articles in 
their contexts and in his output reveals another side of Shostakovich that is rarely discussed. He 
chose to compose for the cinema before it was fashionable to do so, and respected its worth. 
Scholarship in this field may continue with closer examination of shifts in Shostakovich’s 
language over time and how other ‘cinema-workers’ wrote about him, ultimately bringing film 
music into the ever-expanding narrative of Shostakovich’s career.50 In addition to his political 

 
47 Dmitry Shostakovich, ‘Yeshchyo raz o kinomuzïke’ [Once Again about Film Music], Iskusstvo kino 1 (1954), pp. 
85–9. 
48 For more information, see Titus, ‘Modernism, Socialist Realism’, pp. 123–30. I also discuss this set of writings in 
more detail in Hearing Shostakovich. 
49 Shostakovich, ‘Once Again about Film Music’, p. 87. 
50 Titus, Hearing Shostakovich. 



choices and obligations, Shostakovich clearly saw an important relationship between image and 
sound. Understanding how he envisioned sound and image together could inform his musical 
output as a whole, just as he asserted in his own writings about film – one needs a ‘mutual 
understanding’.51 With his writings about film music, it is clear that, for him, relationships 
existed between music for the cinema, the symphony and the operatic stage.52 These 
relationships open up new questions about narrative, sound and image in his music, and could 
further contribute to explanations as to why audiences hear Shostakovich the way they do. 

 
51 Shostakovich, ‘Once Again about Film Music’, p. 87. 
52 Titus, Hearing Shostakovich. 
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